Towards Expert-Based Speed–Precision Control in Early Simulator Training for Novice Surgeons
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Abstract: Simulator training for image-guided surgical interventions would benefit from intelligent systems that detect the evolution of task performance, and take control of individual speed–precision strategies by providing effective automatic performance feedback. At the earliest training stages, novices frequently focus on getting faster at the task. This may, as shown here, compromise the evolution of their precision scores, sometimes irreparably, if it is not controlled for as early as possible. Artificial intelligence could help make sure that a trainee reaches her/his optimal individual speed–accuracy trade-off by monitoring individual performance criteria, detecting critical trends at any given moment in time, and alerting the trainee as early as necessary when to slow down and focus on precision, or when to focus on getting faster. It is suggested that, for effective benchmarking, individual training statistics of novices are compared with the statistics of an expert surgeon. The speed–accuracy functions of novices trained in a large number of experimental sessions reveal differences in individual speed–precision strategies, and clarify why such strategies should be automatically detected and controlled for before further training on specific surgical task models, or clinical models, may be envisaged. How expert benchmark statistics may be exploited for automatic performance control is explained.
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1. Introduction

Technological development and pressure towards a reduction in time available for learning has radically changed the traditional apprenticeship model of surgical training, where simulation now offers the opportunity for repeated practice in safe and controlled environments. The complexity and reliability of commercially available simulators varies considerably, and selecting an appropriate simulator for surgical skill training is in itself a challenge. Simulators for specific surgical skills are generally tested for the highest validity level [1], that of predictive validity, ensuring that assessments of performance in the specific simulator task are likely to predict future performance of the trainee in an equivalent task in the clinical context (animal, patient). Only a certain percentage of surgical simulators provide some kind of performance feedback to the trainee. The feedback systems as such are generally not validated. In other words, whether the feedback given during training is actually truly useful to a novice is not known. Ideally, within a surgical curriculum, trainees should have dedicated time for simulation-based training with appropriate performance monitoring through effective feedback systems, as the main advantage of computer simulators for surgical training is the opportunity they afford for independent learning. Yet, if the simulator does not provide relevant and truly useful instructional feedback to the user, then instructors need to be present to supervise and tutor the trainee. The way feedback is delivered to the operator, and the amount of feedback he/she has to process and integrate, represents an important challenge in the development of automatic systems.
for simulator training assistance [2,3]. If relevant information is not delivered effectively, either by drowning essential feedback parameters in a large amount of unnecessary ones, or by not providing truly useful feedback that will help the trainee gain proficiency at the task at hand, then operators will not be able to understand the message given by the system, and the latter will have failed its purpose altogether. Guidelines for user interface design and feedback procedures in simulator training contexts do not yet exist, but they can and should be worked out and tested [2,3].

Relevant performance metrics [4–10] are essential to the development of surgical simulator systems for optimal independent training. The presentation of such metrics to the user, in a way that boosts independent learning by producing a measurable skill improvement, is the most important aspect of an effective training system [11]. Metric-based simulation ensures that training sessions are more than just simulated clinical procedures and gets rid of subjectivity in evaluating skill evolution; there is no ambiguity about the progress of training. Benchmarking individual levels of proficiency on the performance levels of experts in a validated, metric-based simulation system has well-established intrinsic face validity [11], and appears a better approach than benchmarking on performance concepts based on expert consensus, for example. Building expert performance in terms of benchmark metrics into simulator training programs provides a sound basis for automatic skill assessment. Benchmarking ensures that the “pass” level is defined by realistic criteria, set directly by the proficiency levels of individuals who are highly experienced at performing the clinical procedures that simulator training is aimed at preparing novices for [11–15].

Whether artificial intelligence (AI) can help improve surgical simulator training is still by and large an open question. AI provides well-suited concepts for knowledge implementation, automatic feedback procedures, and the exploitation of prior (learned) benchmark knowledge; building such procedures into simulator training could have clear benefits, especially at early stages of training. Early-stage “dry-lab” training is offered to large numbers of novices, often on experimentally developed simulators, and supervision of the training programs by one or two experts may not be the best way of ensuring optimal training. Automatic control procedures [13] using metric-based benchmark criteria and statistically driven performance comparisons, with trial-by-trial feedback at any given moment in time, may prove the better alternative. The goal of early simulator training is to help the largest possible number of registered individuals reach optimal performance as swiftly as possible [15–23], and therefore requires systems of skill monitoring aimed at tutoring each and every single individual rather than merely assessing end-of-session performance status, or differences between users after training.

This concept paper here, in the light of the analyses that will follow, suggests an early simulator training model for automatic skill evolution on the basis of individual speed–precision data. These are exploited in comparison with benchmark statistics from an expert surgeon in the context of an experimental simulator environment. The approach is based on a simple and universal psychophysical human performance model [24–31]. It allows individual strategies during motor learning to be told apart on the basis of individual speed–accuracy trade-off functions. Automatic performance control and feedback may be implemented at any step of the training procedure in the simplest possible way, by using criteria relative to the mean and standard deviation of individual performance. The goal here is not to validate a set of algorithms, or a specific AI procedure. We first need to clarify which kind of background knowledge, performance criteria, and benchmarking decisions would need to be implemented into an AI system. Choosing a code that will perform the suggested procedure is a side-issue, knowing that many different simulator tasks exist [13,14,16,22], and that the procedure suggested here could be implemented into any simulator system that provides objective metrics relative to task execution time and precision. Any such specific simulator may then be validated in light of an expert’s benchmark performance statistics, as suggested below.

The experimental simulator on which the data here were generated brings to the fore meaningful differences between an expert surgeon and any novice with equivalent number of simulator training trials in the same camera view conditions, as will be made clear in the light of the analyses and discussion. It will be shown that individual speed–precision trade-off functions of complete
novices, trained for a large number of simulator sessions, reveal different speed–precision strategies. The reasons why such strategies need to be detected, and if necessary, controlled for and modified as early as possible in simulator training, are then discussed. In the final step of the analysis, a principle of automatic expert benchmarking is brought forward to conceptualize key properties of an automatic procedure that (1) knows the expert surgeon’s statistics (in-built benchmarks) relative to task execution time and task precision, (2) detects, and if necessary (3) controls for individual speed–precision strategies by comparing a trainee’s performance statistics to the expert’s benchmarks and, finally, (3) is able to provide appropriate user feedback when necessary. It is argued that such a system will enable any surgical trainee, without the intervention of a tutor and at the earliest stages of training, to attain the highest level of task precision he/she is capable of on the simulator. This should, ultimately, result in optimally trained “strategy-aware” individuals a surgical expert committee can select from to pick the best for further tuition.

2. Materials and Methods

Data relative to the evolution of individual performance measures, relative to task speed and precision, were automatically monitored and recorded, using a specifically designed experimental simulator platform for image-based analysis of performance data relative to the time and precision of hand-tool movements in a five-step computer controlled pick-and-place task. The technical aspects of this platform, which was used in several experimental studies published elsewhere, are described in detail, with images and illustrations, in previous work [4–8].

2.1. Research Ethics and Participants

All experiments were conducted in conformity with the Helsinki Declaration relative to scientific experiments on human individuals, with the full approval of the ethics board of the corresponding author’s host institution (CNRS) relative to non-invasive data collection from human individuals. All participants were volunteers and provided written informed consent. Their identity is not revealed. Data shown here are training sessions of fourteen novices with no experience in image-guided or other surgical procedures (absolute beginners). The data relating to the expert performance measures, shown for comparison, were recorded from single training sessions of a highly skilled expert endoscopic surgeon with more than 30 years of experience in image-guided surgery, but no training at all in the specific pick-and-place simulator task here.

2.2. Camera Views

2D and 3D camera views, shown on a 2D screen or in stereoscopic viewing using a head-mounted virtual reality device (OCULUS DK2, Palmer Luckey Oculus VR, Menlo Park, CA, USA), were generated through one or two 120° fisheye lens camera(s), fully adjustable in 360°. Snapshot views of critical simulator system parts are shown in Figure 1. The video input received from the camera(s) was processed by a DELL Precision T5810 model computer, equipped with an Intel Xeon CPU E5-1620 with 16 Gigabytes memory (RAM) capacity at 16 bits and an NVidia GForce GTX980 graphics card. The computer was connected to a high resolution color monitor (EIZO LCD “Color Edge CG275 W”), which communicates with the Color Navigator 5.4.5 interface for Windows. The color/grey levels of objects visualized on the screen could be matched to LAB or RGB color space, and the color coordinates for RGB triples could be retrieved from a look-up table at any moment in time. Task sessions and data generation were controlled by a program written in Python 2.7 for Windows, using the Open CV computer vision software library.
The rate for image–time data collection was between 25–30 Hz, with an error margin of less than 40 milliseconds for any of the time estimates. For measures relative to precision, the system counted and recorded the number of blue object pixels at positions “off” the 3 cm × 3 cm central area of each target whenever the object was placed on a given target. At the end of a given five step training trial, the cumulated value of these times was computed and recorded. The performance measures for task execution time (in milliseconds) and task precision (in pixels) were computed using system coordinates relative to the target centers (in pixels) and surface-position coordinates relative to the blue foam cube (in pixels), tracked by the system (bottom image on the right).

2.3. Five Step Pick-and-Place Task

The task action field consisted of a classic square shaped (45 cm × 45 cm) light grey LEGO board available worldwide in the toy sections of large department stores. Six square (4.5 cm × 4.5 cm) target areas were painted on the board at various locations in a medium grey tint (acrylic). In between these target areas, small LEGO pieces of varying shapes and heights were placed to add a certain level of complexity to both the visual configuration and the task, and to reduce the likelihood of getting performance ceiling effects. In a five step pick-and-place task, a small (3 cm × 3 cm × 3 cm) cube made of very light plastic foam, but resistant to deformation in all directions, had to be placed on the target areas in a specific order (Figure 1). Trainees were generally right-handed, as those for whom data are shown here. They were instructed to position the foam cube, with their dominant hand and using a forceps-like tool, as precisely as possible on the center of each target, in the right order. Data from fully completed trial sets only were recorded. A fully complete trial set consisted of a set of pick-and-place operations from target to target, in the right order and without dropping the object accidentally. Ten fully completed trial sequences were recorded in each training session. Different camera view conditions were carefully counterbalanced between individual sessions and between trainees, to avoid order effects during learning.

2.4. Generation of Individual Training Data for Time and Precision

For each single trial, the simulator system generated training data in terms of individual performance measures for task execution time (in milliseconds) and task precision (in pixels). For measures relative to time, the system counted and recorded the CPU time, from the moment the blue cube object was picked up by the participant to the time it was put on a given target. At the end of a given five step training trial, the cumulated value of these times was computed and recorded. The rate for image–time data collection was between 25–30 Hz, with an error margin of less than 40 milliseconds for any of the time estimates. For measures relative to precision, the system counted and recorded the number of blue object pixels at positions “off” the 3 cm × 3 cm central area of each of
the five 4.5 cm × 4.5 cm target areas whenever the object was placed on a given target. At the end of a given five step training trial, the cumulated value of these numbers was computed and recorded. The standard errors of these positional estimates, determined in a calibration procedure, were below 10 pixels. Time and precision data were written to an excel file by the computer program, with labeled data columns for the different conditions, and stored in a directory for subsequent analyses.

3. Results

In our previous studies, simulator training data relative to time (in seconds) and precision (in pixels) of image-guided pick-and-place task performance were recorded from different study populations, including absolute beginners, novice surgeons without specific experience in image-guided simulator training, and expert surgeons with variable experience in image-guided surgery [2,3,5]. These previous studies were aimed at investigating the effects of different camera views, monitor positions and levels of expertise on simulator skill statistics. The analyses that will be shown here are motivated by different objectives, as clarified in the introduction above.

3.1. Expert Benchmark Statistics

In a first analysis, a comparison of individual statistics relative to performance parameters for speed of task execution and task precision was made, to bring to the fore statistically significant differences between an expert surgeon and any novice (expert benchmarking) with equivalent number of simulator trials in the same set of camera view conditions. The individual task time and task precision statistics of one expert surgeon from a total of 120 training trials (single session) across 2D and 3D camera view conditions are shown here below in Table 1 (time statistics) and Table 2 (precision statistics), together with the statistics of 10 novices (NT1-NT10) for the same number of training trials (single session) in the same camera view conditions, for comparison. The raw data on which these statistics were computed are provided in Table S1 of the Supplementary Materials Section. The statistics relative to task execution times (in seconds) of the expert did not differ much from those of eight of the ten novices in terms of means and their standard deviations. Two of the novices (NT5 and NT7) were considerably slower on average compared with the expert, with more variability around the means as indicated by the higher standard deviations (Table 1). The individual means for precision and its standard deviation show that the expert produced the smallest average off-target score (in pixels) with the least variability, indicating the highest level of task precision and performance stability for this criterion (Table 2). The ten novices were all considerably less precise with much more variability, as indicated by the higher average off-target scores, invariably two or more standard deviations higher than that of the expert, and the resulting, much larger, individual standard deviations around the means. The conclusion to be drawn from this analysis is that the experimental simulator task is perfectly capable of distinguishing the precision performance of a highly proficient surgical expert from the precision performance of surgical novices.

| Table 1. Expert session statistics for the parameter relative to task time (in seconds) compared with the session statistics of ten novice trainees (NT) for an equivalent number of individual simulator training trials (N = 120) across camera view conditions. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Expert          | NT 1 | NT 2 | NT 3 | NT 4 | NT 5 | NT 6 | NT 7 | NT 8 | NT 9 | NT 10 |
| Standard deviation | 3.10 | 3.54 | 3.92 | 2.79 | 2.64 | 4.01 | 5.72 | 5.55 | 2.69 | 2.16 | 3.45 |
Table 2. Expert session statistics for the parameter relative to task precision (off-target score in pixels) compared with the session statistics of ten novice trainees (NT) for an equivalent number of individual simulator training trials (N = 120) across camera view conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EXPERT</th>
<th>NT1</th>
<th>NT2</th>
<th>NT3</th>
<th>NT4</th>
<th>NT5</th>
<th>NT6</th>
<th>NT7</th>
<th>NT8</th>
<th>NT9</th>
<th>NT10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>871</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1598</td>
<td>1691</td>
<td>1189</td>
<td>1255</td>
<td>1229</td>
<td>1743</td>
<td>1425</td>
<td>1572</td>
<td>1919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Speed–Accuracy Trade-off Functions (SATFs) for Detecting Individual Strategies

In the next analysis, the individual speed–precision trade-off functions of four novices who trained in a larger number of sessions across 2D camera view conditions (20 in the case of novice A, and eight in the cases of novices B, C, and D) in the same camera view conditions are shown. The motivation for SATFs is explained in detail in many statistics manuals and lecture notes, such as https://engineering.purdue.edu/~ece511/LectureNotes/pp19.pdf. The speed data are sorted in ascending order and plotted on the x-axis, with their corresponding precision scores on the y-axis. The raw data for these comparisons are made available in Table S2 of the Supplementary Materials section. The task execution times from a total of 1600 trials for novice A and a total of 640 trials for each of the other three novices (B, D, and C) are plotted in ascending order, together with their corresponding off-target scores (higher scores indicating lesser precision). These functions reveal, at a glance, the minima and maxima of the individual distributions for time and precision and their co-variability (scatter), and thereby highlight differences in individual training strategies (Figure 2).

![Figure 2](image-url)

Figure 2. Individual trade-off functions between task execution times, plotted in ascending order, and their corresponding off-target scores (precision measure) for four novices who trained in a large number of sessions across 2D camera view conditions. The data reveal four different training strategies.
Novice A’s function reveals an extreme speed-focused strategy, with time data between 4 and 10 s on the x-axis, to the detriment of the precision scores represented by off-target scores between 200 and 2600 pixels on the y-axis. Novice B’s function reveals a less extreme, still mostly speed-focused, strategy with time data between 4 and 13 s on the x-axis, again to the detriment of the precision scores represented by off-target scores between 200 and 2700 pixels on the y-axis. Novice C’s function is indicative of an undetermined strategy with no clear focus, with time data between 6 and 19 s on the x-axis and precision represented by off-target scores between 200 and 2700 pixels on the y-axis. Novice D’s function reveals a precision-focused strategy with time data between 7 and 21 s on the x-axis and the highest precision, represented by off-target scores between 100 and 1200 pixels on the y-axis. The reasons why such strategy differences occur are not known, but it is made clear that starting off with a focus on the speed of task execution, which is a frequent strategy in untrained novices [2], is detrimental to improvement in precision, as shown here on the example of the training data of novices A and B. Undetermined strategies with no clear focus on either speed or precision (data of novice C) are not helping to improve performance either. In conclusion, the strategy that needs to be encouraged and selected for during training is definitely the one focused on precision (data of novice D), because it generates the highest precision scores even though performance may be a little slower on average, and bearing in mind that the purpose of surgical training is to aim for the highest level of precision, not the fastest task execution time.

This will be made even clearer by the next analysis, where the statistics from the last of ten (novice A) or eight (novices B, C, and D) training sessions of the four novice trainees are compared to the expert’s single session statistics (same camera view conditions).

3.3. Who Beats the Expert?

Means and standard deviations for parameters relative to task time and task time precision are given in Tables 3 and 4 below, respectively. The raw data on which these statistics were computed are made available in Table S3 in the Supplementary Materials Section. Each individual statistic was computed on the basis of the same number of trials across 2D camera view conditions. These statistics reveal that the novices focused on speed (A and B) were considerably faster than the expert, as shown on the basis of their means for the time parameter and their standard deviations (Table 3), however, in the last one of their eight to ten training sessions they were nowhere near as precise as the expert after only a single session, as shown on the basis of their means for the precision parameter (off-target scores) and their standard deviations (Table 4).

| Table 3. Expert single session statistics for the parameter relative to task time (in seconds) compared with the statistics from the last of eight or ten training sessions of novice trainees A, B, C, and D in the same camera view conditions. Each statistic was computed on a total number of 80 trial sets. |
|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
|                | EXPERT         | NOVICE A       | NOVICE B       | NOVICE C       | NOVICE D       |
|                | Mean           | 14.63          | 4.76           | 6.35           | 8.85           | 9.13           |
| Standard       | deviation      | 2.59           | 0.42           | 0.71           | 1.77           | 1.25           |
Table 4. Expert single session statistics for the parameter relative to task precision (off-target score in pixels) compared with the statistics from the last of eight or ten training sessions of novice trainees A, B, C, and D in the same camera view conditions. Each statistic was computed on a total number of 80 trial sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expert</th>
<th>NOVICE A</th>
<th>NOVICE B</th>
<th>NOVICE C</th>
<th>NOVICE D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>1146</td>
<td>905</td>
<td>1278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>434</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same conclusions hold for the novice with an undetermined speed–precision strategy (C). The only one of the four who, after eight training sessions, managed to “beat the expert” was the novice who adopted a precision-focused task strategy. The speed–precision function of this novice (Figure 2) shows markedly longer task times with greater scatter compared with that of the speed-focused novices, yet, in the last training session this novice had nonetheless become faster than the expert in a single session and, more importantly, also more precise. The conclusion to be drawn from these analyses is that speed–precision strategies of novices need to be detected and controlled for as early as possible in simulator training to ensure that trainees will attain optimal precision scores. The steps that are necessary for an automatic procedure to achieve this goal are conceptualized in the next section. As discussed in some of our previous work [4], the strategy differences between novices in simulator training for image-guided hand-tool movements generally vary between the two extreme cases (novices A and D) shown here, with a bias towards speed-focused strategies in absolute beginners. This calls for implementing systems which automatically detect, monitor, and if necessary correct the evolution of individual performance strategies, and provide the right kind of feedback to the trainee. Trainees who start off too fast need to be corrected to enable effective precision learning, while the performance strategy of trainees who focus on being as precise as possible should be reinforced, because they will naturally and without any further instruction also get faster with training. When an individual precision performance can be considered optimal and stable, then, and only then, the trainee may be instructed to try to get even faster. The performance profile of an expert should serve as a benchmark profile. This requires exploiting expert performance statistics for generating in-built system knowledge of what the desired performance profile of a novice should look like after successful training on a given simulator, with clear criteria for strategy, level of performance, and stability of performance.

3.4. Criteria for Strategy

Considering the analyses above, we propose a system that automatically records and stores performance data relative to time and precision in terms of cumulative values, that allows computing of session statistics: means, medians, and the minima and maxima for each individual trainee in a given trial set or training condition. These data can then be directly used to automatically plot the individual speed–accuracy functions for visualization. These functions should be made accessible and visible on the training screen as early as possible, ideally after the first session, and clearly identify the kind of strategy the trainee has followed.

3.5. Criteria for Level of Performance

Level of performance in terms of session means, medians, minima, and maxima of an individual trainee need to be compared against the benchmark statistics of an expert, ideally with a large number of simulator training sessions, to ensure the benchmarks capture the expert’s full potential on the simulator for assessing relative levels of performance of individual trainees. As pointed out by others earlier [8], consensus-based criteria for “good” or “bad” performance make little sense in surgical
training, as we need to train individuals to get as precise as possible at performing specific clinical trials at levels as close as possible to perfection. Therefore, using a surgical expert’s level of performance as a training criterion in simulator tasks appears the ecologically most valid solution as it allows the simulator to be validated at the same time.

3.6. Criteria for Stability of Performance

Similarly, the stability of any performance measure is statistically defined and can, therefore, not be assessed in terms of any consensus-based criteria. A smaller standard deviation of the mean of a given performance measure indicates a smaller variability of the numerical data and, therefore, a more stable performance reflected by these data. This is well-illustrated by the analyses above, and makes a good case in favor of using expert benchmark statistics to automatically assess individual performance evolution. A true expert will by definition, since stability of performance is a characteristic of expertise, produce a stable performance with markedly smaller standard deviations around the mean of a given performance measure compared with any novice. Whenever this is not the case, then either the expert is not (or not yet) a true expert in the simulator task (no transfer of surgical expertise, for example), the simulator system as a whole is invalid, or the performance measure exploited reflects none of the specific aspects of surgical expertise.

3.7. Towards Expert-Based Speed–Precision Control

In the light of what is considered above, a control system likely to enable trainees to reach an optimal speed–precision strategy as early as possible through automatically guided simulator training should be able to:

- generate reliable and discerning measures (parameters), relative to time and precision of individual performance, at any moment in time during training.
- compare individual parameter measures and statistics with the desired parameter value, based on the known (“learned”) performance profile of an expert user, at any moment in time during training.
- provide feedback to the user as early as possible, and regularly as necessary, about what exactly he/she needs to focus on while training to attain an optimal performance level.

How this may be achieved is illustrated here by the example of the five step trial sequence of the simulator task (Figure 3). A single trial of the image guided pick-and-place task has several (here five, but it could be any \(n\) in any other system) successive steps. The system starts counting task execution time from the moment the object is picked up by the user with the surgical tool \(t_0\), and ongoing time can be communicated to the trainee at any moment \(t_n\) from then until the object is placed on the last of several (here five) successive targets. Placing the object on a given target is a critical step of the procedure where precision matters, as users are instructed to place the object with the surgical tool on the central area of each target as precisely as possible. This is a challenging task and involves specific visual attention to fine eye-hand-tool coordination for placing the target optimally, as the precise borders of the target center are only known by the system in terms of pixel coordinates, but are not visible to the user. The user only sees the borders of the targets as such in the image guiding his/her action, and the object that needs to be placed centrally is smaller than the target area.
At each such critical step of the procedure, the system counts the number of pixels corresponding to the object in the image that do not coincide with the pixels that define the central area of a target known by the system, and are therefore “off-target” in terms of the task constraints as given (“place object as centrally on target as possible”). Hence, the smaller this measure (the off-target score), the greater the user’s precision at a given critical step. The precision score \( P_n \) can also be communicated to the trainee at any critical moment in time \( t_n \) of the procedure. Thus, by automatically monitoring the evolution of individual performance parameters at any given moment in time during training, it is possible to control performance strategies of trainees and to ensure effective precision learning. It goes without saying that priority needs to be placed on precision rather than speed, especially in surgical training, and trainees get faster naturally, as shown above, once they have adopted the right strategy for working on their precision. As is shown here, a single dataset from a single expert can provide effective benchmark data for building prior knowledge into the system, and these “learned” data can be exploited for automatic performance feedback to the user at any moment in time during training. The data here from our expert were from a single session. In an ideal world, expert data could be collected from multiple simulator sessions, as many as necessary, to allow for matched trial-by-trial comparisons, where the observed data of a trainee at a given moment of the procedure for a given session \( S_n \) are compared to the “perfect” data of an expert for the corresponding moment of the procedure and session \( S_n \) of a training sequence. In the real world, the four cases (Figure 4) to be considered by a performance control system may be summarized as follows. (1) At a given moment \( t_n \) in a training session \( S_n \) the trainee is as fast as or faster than the expert and less precise. In this case, the system needs to alert him/her to slow down and start focusing on precision. This is the classic case of a trainee focused on speed who tries to do the task as fast as he/she can, and thereby compromises the swift evolution of his/her precision score. (2) At a given moment in a training session the trainee is slower than the expert and less precise. In this case, especially at early moments of training, the system needs to instruct the trainee to keep going, as he/she should get more precise and faster naturally. (3) At a given moment in a training session the trainee is slower than the expert and as precise or more precise. In this case, the system needs to instruct the trainee to try to go a little faster. (4) At a given moment the trainee is faster than or as fast as the expert and as precise or even more. In this case the trainee has beaten the expert. If this occurs, especially early in a training sequence, there is either a problem with the simulator task (i.e., the task does not produce adequate performance data that allow

![Figure 3. System flowchart of a single trial of the image guided pick-and-place task with \( n \) successive critical “place object” steps. The system starts counting task execution time from the moment the object is picked up by the user with the surgical tool \( t_0 \). Ongoing time can be communicated to the trainee at any moment \( t_n \) from then, together with the precision score \( p_n \), which is expressed here in terms of a “pixels-off-target score”. The larger the precision measure \( P \) as defined, the lesser the trainee’s precision.](image-url)
discriminating between levels of expertise, which is a problem that needs to be fixed), or the trainee is not a true novice.

**Figure 4.** Decision model for the automatic correction or reinforcement of individual strategies during simulator training based on the expert’s benchmark statistics (“learned” system knowledge). No more than four cases (1–4) need to be considered for generating clear performance feedback any novice can understand and take into account to attain an optimal speed–precision trade-off.

4. Discussion

Surgical simulator training requires new forms of sensorimotor learning, an adaptive process that leads to improvement in performance through practice. This adaptive process consists of multiple distinct learning processes [30–32]. Hitting a target or getting progressively closer to it generates by itself a form of implicit reward, where the trainee increasingly feels in control. Successful error reduction, which is associated with specific commands relative to a motor task [26], can be optimized by giving a trainee the right external feedback. In this feedback process, the integration of information from multiple senses (vision, touch, audition, proprioception) leads to improved adjustments in body, arm, or hand movements. As a result, the task is performed with greater precision. Subjects are able to make good use of error signals relative to the discrepancy between a desired and the actual movement or hand-tool-position, or a discrepancy between visual and proprioceptive estimates of body, arm, or hand positions [24,30,31]. The effective, if possible computer controlled, monitoring of strategies relative to speed–accuracy trade-offs in individual performance learning is therefore a critical aspect of the skill assessment process.

Cognitive theories of motor learning predict that strategy differences occur spontaneously when novices train to perform a motor task in a limited number of sessions [24–28], as is indeed the case in laparoscopic simulator training. Conditional accuracy functions relate the duration of trial or task execution to a precision index reflecting the accuracy of the performance under conditions given, and changes in this relationship between speed and precision across sessions reflect hidden aspects of learning a beginner is usually not aware of [26,27]. In the fully trained expert, the trade-off between speed and precision does not vary markedly.

For a skill evaluator, the individual speed–accuracy trade-offs allow assessment of whether a trainee is indeed progressing or not. This knowledge needs to be made available as early as possible in the training process. Simply comparing the skill levels of different trainees at the end of the process is not the right approach. Objective (i.e., numerical) benchmark criteria for what the “ideal performance”
of a successful trainee is to look like at the end of training are needed. Such benchmark knowledge can then be built into systems that automatically monitor the simulator task on the basis of results from a certain number of training sessions of a surgical expert, illustrated by our example above. Surgical simulators may be more or less specific to a physical model of surgical reality, i.e., “realistic”, compared with the actual surgical task constraints they are supposed to train for. Some of them provide a variety of task specific feedback data, yet, the skills learnt on the given simulator may not transfer to other simulator tasks or physical models. One of the most important advantages of simulator training in the context of surgery is to facilitate skill evolution outside the clinical context, which reduces the risk for patients. Different definitions of the notion of skill itself have produced different approaches to simulation-based surgical training. However, as pointed out by others previously [11,12,20], it is not always clear if more skilled individuals perform better on their assessments than less skilled or experienced individuals (construct validity), whether individuals who perform well on their evaluations will also perform well on other similar or vaguely related tasks (concurrent validity), or whether an assessment based on simulator training will predict future performance in the real-world context (predictive validity).

Faced with this problem of providing reliable performance standards, it is essential that the system, the task, the metrics used to control performance learning during the task, and the mechanisms for providing feedback have somehow been validated by an expert to ensure that the training criteria and skill assessment provided by the system match those required for performing real surgical tasks. Since many different physical task models exist, surgical simulator training is permanently confronted with a problem of generalization of the learning curves and, ultimately, skill transfer to real-world surgical interventions.

The task model and control principles conceptualized in this work should be implemented at the earliest stages of “dry lab” simulator training. It could be adapted to a variety of eye-hand-tool coordination tasks that allow for computer controlled criteria relative to task precision \( p \) at any critical task moment in time \( t \). Early simulator training tasks should successfully tell apart the performance levels of a large number of novices from those of a surgical expert, not necessarily trained on the simulator but exhibiting a stable near-optimal performance with respect to task precision, as in the case discussed above. If an early training system satisfies this criterion, then it is indeed likely to measure critical aspects of surgical skill that will transfer to real surgical tasks. Ultimately, this should help produce a selection of trainees that will perform better later on, in more specific tasks on physical models, or in a clinical context. Then, direct supervision by experts will allow fostering individual expertise even further to produce excellence at the highest level of surgical proficiency (Figure 5).

Finally, whatever the simulator, a single performance metric inevitably gives a partial assessment of user performance [20]. Task completion time as a sole criterion has been explicitly demonstrated to be a poor or even misleading measure of surgical skill [1,23]. Some metrics assume a simple global optimum value, such as a minimal tool path length, or a minimal completion time, and other quantities such as forces [6,21] or velocities [23,33–35]. The ideal values of these may vary in relation to changes in conditions, which may have to be considered. Analysis of expert performance only will give insight into the nature of such dependencies and help to develop better simulators. The fact that some important elements of surgical proficiency have not, or not yet, been explored undeniably adds heuristic value to new conceptual approaches to unsupervised training, like the approach brought forward in this article. The latter can, in principle, be adapted to any simulator system that exploits criteria for task precision in limited task time. It is based on previously validated cognitive models of human performance learning that have shown that the individual speed–precision strategies of novices, which occur spontaneously and unconsciously [4,24–27], may compromise precision learning at all further stages of training if not controlled and corrected for as early as possible in the process. In robot-assisted surgical procedures, where the camera moves along with the tool, for example [10–16], metrics such as camera movement frequency, camera movement duration, or camera movement interval are important indicators of technical skill, i.e., the proficiency/precision with which the
trainee controls the tool, in combination with other performance metrics such as task completion time, economy of tool motion, or master workspace range. An automatic training control procedure of the kind proposed in this article could be adapted to any such performance criteria, provided device-specific expert performance benchmarks are available.

![Diagram showing the hierarchy of training and supervision](image)

**Figure 5.** Speed–accuracy control on novice strategies in early training systems based on experts’ benchmark performance data allows selection for critical aspects of surgical skill that will transfer to further training on physical models in increasingly realistic surgical tasks. Ultimately, this will produce a valid selection of trainees that are likely to perform well at the highest levels of training under the direct supervision of an expert.
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